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Summary:  This submission describes a Discov-

ery class landed mission concept for the in-situ inves-
tigation of volatiles in the lunar polar cold traps. This 
mission is enabled by the use of the Advanced Stirling 
Radioisotope Generators (ASRG), currently in devel-
opment by NASA [1]. A NASA grant has recently 
been awarded to study this mission concept through a 
new program element in Appendix C.26 of the Re-
search Opportunities in Space and Earth Sciences 
(ROSES) program, entitled “Discovery and Scout Mis-
sion Capabilities Expansion”. 

Background:  One of the key priority questions 
asked by the NASA Solar System Exploration Road-
map is “How did the Solar System evolve to its current 
diverse state?... how [do] processes that shape plane-
tary bodies operate and interact?”[2]. The Earth’s 
Moon offers a unique laboratory to conduct investiga-
tions to help answer these questions. In an attempt to 
answer “Twelve Key Scientific Questions that Under-
pin the Overall Exploration Strategy,” the NRC De-
cadal Survey has placed a high priority on the investi-
gation of the history of volatile materials, especially 
water, across the solar system as well as the global 
mechanisms that affect their evolution on planetary 
bodies. [3] The NRC Report, The Scientific Context for 
Exploration of the Moon, took this one step further by 
recommending that a high priority investigation should 
be to “Characterize the volatile compounds of polar 
regions on an airless body and determine their impor-
tance for the history of volatiles in the solar sys-
tem”[4]. The Decadal Survey suggests a Lunar Dis-
covery-class mission aimed at addressing these ques-
tions through the “Investigation of polar volatiles to 
verify deposits (character, mineralogy, composition, 
extent, depth), to determine sources (solar wind, 
cometary, meteorite) and history (recent versus an-
cient), and to understand processes of volatile migra-
tion and deposition on airless bodies”[3]. 

Science Investigation: The lunar polar environ-
ment is completely unlike any other visited by human 
or robotic missions; we know almost nothing about it. 
The Moon’s low orbital obliquity has likely remained 
essentially unchanged for the past two billion years, 

and consequently locations of permanent shadow exist 
near the poles. These permanently shadowed regions 
(PSRs) can trap volatile species for very long times. 
Assessing cold-trapped volatiles at the Moon’s poles 
will help us understand the sources and processes by 
which exogenic water and other species have contrib-
uted to the terrestrial planets’ volatile inventory over 
the history of the solar system – a contribution that 
could well have influenced the development of biology 
on Earth. 

If ice exists on the Moon, observations indicate 
that it is buried, patchy, and/or not very pure [5]. 
While orbital radar data from Clementine may be in-
dicative of ice deposits on the Moon, [6] they are in-
conclusive regarding the contents of the cold traps 
because similar signals are found in locations where 
ice is not expected [7] and may be due to blocky re-
golith [5]. The Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer 
(LPNS) detected a signature over the lunar poles con-
sistent with enhanced hydrogen concentration [8]. This 
hydrogen enhancement may indicate preferred reten-
tion of solar wind hydrogen, water ice, or hydrates. 
The LPNS data suggest that the hydrogen enhance-
ments are buried under ~10 cm of dry regolith [9]. 
However, the spatial resolution of the LPNS data is too 
coarse to resolve the likely scale size of volatile depos-
its. Elphic et al. have used image reconstruction tech-
niques and models of permanent shadow to refine the 
spatial resolution and find that concentrations may be 
at least 1 wt. % water-equivalent hydrogen [10]. But 
much higher concentrations, albeit limited in spatial 
extent, are also permitted by the data. 

The scientific questions concerning lunar polar 
cold traps are fundamental and far-reaching:  
 Can the lunar poles be used as a natural labora-

tory for physical processes, such as the interac-
tions of silicates and ices, surface-atmosphere 
effects, and the influences of energetic particles 
and photons on sequestered volatile deposits? 

 Is the moon an analog for conditions in inter-
stellar space that may be a nursery for organic 
molecules or for the surfaces of tidally locked 
exoplanets? 
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To address these questions as well as those posed 
by the NRC reports, surface in-situ measurements 
should be made inside a lunar PSR with the following 
objectives: 
 Determine the composition and flux of volatiles 

(especially water) into the inner solar system 
over last 2 billion years 

– Determine the mechanisms by which volatiles 
are trapped in the PSRs; e.g. by adsorption, 
chemical bonding, etc. 

 Determine the relative contribution of various 
sources of water to the inner solar system over 
the past 2 billion years 

– Understand the spatial variability of water 
and other volatiles on a local scale 

 Understand the magnitude and variability of 
current volatile deposition from the exosphere 
and the environmental conditions that control 
this process 

Serving as ground truth, this data set may be combined 
with remote sensing measurements from orbital mis-
sions (e.g. LRO, LADEE and Kaguya), to gain a more 
complete understanding of the history and current state 
of volatiles in the inner solar system. 

 
Mission Enabling: A Discovery class mission ca-

pable of making these measurements must land within 
striking distance of a permanent shadow region in or-
der to access the cold traps themselves. Non-nuclear 
power systems considered for robotic lunar exploration 
would require one-time use of batteries (severely limit-
ing mission lifetime), or periodic return to sunlight for 
recharging (increasing risk of mission loss if the mo-
bile element cannot reach sunlight). Fortunately, Ad-
vanced Stirling Radioisotope Generators (ASRGs) 

make extended operations within permanent shadow 
plausible. 

Conclusion:  The study of the Moon’s poles of-
fers a pristine test case that has the potential to provide 
a view of the flux of inner solar system volatiles over 
the life of the cold traps – perhaps as far back as two 
billion years. It is also possible, however, that the sur-
face environment of the lunar poles may be too dy-
namic to provide an interpretable record. Since so little 
is known about what volatiles may exist in the lunar 
polar cold traps, a landed mission of exploration and 
discovery will immediately provide completely new 
and potentially revolutionary knowledge about this 
exotic locale. Any resulting data will be scientifically 
compelling and will greatly increase our understanding 
of volatiles and global processes on planetary bodies. 
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Lunar Volatiles: sources, sinks and losses
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